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AND
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CONTEXT



WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY 
OVERVIEW

Non-sectarian since its founding
FOUNDED IN 1853

Originally located in downtown St. Louis. WashU 
is now located in three municipalities (St. Louis, 
Clayton, University City, MO)

3 MUNICIPALITIES

Come from 500 miles away
65% OF STUDENTS



WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY 
OVERVIEW

And related entities
7 SCHOOLS

Representing 50 states and 90 countries
OVER 14,000 FT STUDENTS

Top research institution with research 
funding (approximately $711 MN in 2018)

$711M RESEARCH FUNDING

$7.7 billion
#15 RANKED ENDOWMENT



WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY 
OVERVIEW

LEADING HEALTHCARE 
PROVIDER IN REGION

3RD LARGEST 
EMPLOYER IN ST. LOUIS

25 NOBEL LAUREATES
4,182 distinguished faculty





MISSOURI 
STATE AND ST. 
LOUIS HISTORY 
HIGHLIGHTS

The Missouri Compromise
1820

The Dred Scott Case
1857The separation of the city 

and county of St. Louis

1876

The Great Migration
1916

Shelly v Kraemer
1948

Residential Segregation 
Ordinance

1917

Urban renewal 
1960s



residential campus
85% of undergraduate 
students live on campus

STUDENT 
CULTURE



Headcounts of students. Data for students are from 10th week, 
and are for degree-seeking students in day school divisions. 
Underrepresented includes African American, Hispanic, American 
Indian, Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander, and 
persons with multiple racial categories that include one or more 
of these. Nonresident Alien are non-US citizens who do not have 
permanent resident visa status. Students were able to indicate 
two or more racial or ethnic categories.

12% to 21%
5-year change in percentage of 
underrepresented students of 
color in first-year class

2014
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5%
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2015 2016 2017 2018

% of underrepresented students at WashU

21%

12%



*Incoming 1st year students

47%

20182009

53%

77 263
PELL GRANT 

RECIPIENTS*
PELL GRANT 
RECIPIENTS*

80 125
1ST GENERATION* 1ST GENERATION*

FEMALE

49% 51%
FEMALEMALE MALE

2012
0%

5%

10%

15%

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

15%

% of first year undergraduates 
who are Pell eligible



ACTIVIST 
STUDENT 
TRADITION



2014

established
First Center for 
Diversity and 
Inclusion



2018

hamsini house
African American Living 
Learning Community 
opened in 2018.

Until this point, only 
fraternities had 
dedicated small group 
housing



PHYSICAL
CONTEXT



washington 
university
in st. louis
Campus in the city



1900

washington 
university
in st. louis
Cope & Stewardson
Campus Plan





1904

washington 
university
in st. louis
Directors and 
Administrators



university
of oxford



university
of cambridge



1902

washington 
university
in st. louis
Brookings Hall



1902

washington 
university
in st. louis
Umrath Hall



1906

washington 
university
in st. louis
McMillan Hall



2015



2012

washington 
university
in st. louis
Bauer Hall and 
Knight Hall



2015

washington 
university
in st. louis
Hillman Hall
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2020

washington 
university
in st. louis
Danforth Campus



2019

washington 
university
in st. louis
Schnuck Pavilion



2019

washington 
university
in st. louis
Weil Hall



2013

washington 
university
in st. louis
The Lofts



THE STUDENT 
EXPERIENCE 
PLAN
AT WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
IN ST. LOUIS



ENVISION AND PLAN FOR THE
NEXT GENERATION STUDENT EXPERIENCE

AT WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY



7 MILES NORTH

DELMAR BLVD 

FERGUSON

8 MILES EAST

DOWNTOWN
ST. LOUIS

CLAYTON

WEST 
CAMPUS

SOUTH 
CAMPUS MUNICIPALITY BORDER

NORTH 
CAMPUS

DANFORTH 
CAMPUS

UNIVERSITY 
CITY



1958-1997 1997-CURRENT



INITIAL
OUTREACH
SESSION
FEEDBACK

equity
diversity
inclusion



CRAFTING
BETTER
ENGAGEMENT
TO DELIVER
BETTER
OUTCOMES



EVALUATING
THE OUTREACH
& ENGAGEMENT
PROCESS



QUESTIONS
& 
CONVERSATIONS



LIVE
POLLING



WHAT’S MISSING FROM YOUR WASHU EXPERIENCE?



DEFINING
SOCIAL EQUITY
& INEQUITY

The active acknowledgement of past disparity as a means 
to appropriately distribute resources, and opportunities, 
in relationship to the barriers faced by individuals and 
groups who have Historically been disinherited from the 
privileges of existing systems.

The state of being equal, especially in status, rights, and 
opportunities. Equality assumes a position of fairness 
in and from any given moment in time moving forward 
without regard for proceeding inequality.

equity   [eq·ui·ty]

equality   [e·qual·i·ty]



Culture is the consequence of persistent collective 
circumstance and immediate individual conditions. 
It is the subtle adaptation of mental and physical 
processes in order to manage those immediate 
conditions and adhere to a path of least resistence, 
ultimately manifesting habitual tendencies and 
leading to entrenched cultural values.

culture   [cul·ture]

Race is the classification of humans into groups 
baed on physical traits, ancestry, genetics, or social 
relations, or the relations between them.

race   [race1]

DEFINING
SOCIAL EQUITY
& INEQUITY



The actice acknowledgement of disparity 
and the meaningful restoration of resources, 
opportunities, and privileges to account for 
systemic disadvantage.

justice   [jus·tice]

The state of being diverse or having variety. 
Diversity and inclusion are the byproducts of 
Justice and equity.

diversity   [di·ver·si·ty]

DEFINING
SOCIAL EQUITY
& INEQUITY



KALEIDOSCOPE

Does equity apply only to WashU students or to anyone with a stake at WashU?
Is equity beyond just students?
how is washu’s organizational structure able to 
support equity?
To what extent does WashU prioritize equity?
How do WashU’s surroundings play into pursuit of equity?
What is WashU relationship to St. Louis?
What is WashU doing to “attempt” to be more equitable?
how do you measure equity?
What are we defining as WashU?
Why isn’t equity centered in diversity conversation?
Whose voices will inform what equity looks like?
Who does WashU currently support in terms of equity?
how does funding affect ability to achieve equity? 
Will steps toward equity last?
Why hasn’t WashU already made steps towards equity?
How to enforce equity in peer-to-peer interactions?
What will it cost/who will pay?
Will steps be performative or general?
does washu acknowledge discrepancies between 
equity and equality? 



STORY BOARD





EMOTIONAL
HEAT
MAPPING



 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY  
STUDENT/CAMPUS EQUITY WORKSHOP  

 

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY STUDENT EXPERIENCE PLAN 
STUDIOMA + COLLOQATEDESIGN 



passive 
engageMent

JOIN THE CONVERSATION

IT ONLY TAKES 2 MINUTES!

YOUR VOICE COUNTS

ZONE 1 THE SOUTH 40

ZONE 2 WEST AND SOUTH CAMPUSES

ZONE 3 DANFORTH CAMPUS: WEST

ZONE 4 DANFORTH CAMPUS: CENTRAL

ZONE 5 FORSYTH

ZONE 6 DANFORTH CAMPUS: CORE

ZONE 7 EAST END & BOOKINGS QUAD

ZONE 8 UNIV DRIVE / GREENWAY APTS.

ZONE 9 DELMAR LOOP

ZONE 10 NORTH CAMPUS

ZONE 11 SKINKER / DEBALIVIERE 

ZONE 12 FOREST PARK

We need your input to envision the future student experience at WashU to:
•	Cultivate a welcoming, diverse, and inclusive experience 

for the next generation of students

•	Inform plans for the future

•	Build a better, stronger community for everyone

Text WASHUPLAN to 555888
to sign up once, then...

1

Text a ZONE# to 555888
to provide your thoughts and ideas.

2
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1

Text a ZONE# to 555888
to provide your thoughts and ideas.

2

A72

WASHU STUDENT
EXPERIENCE       PLAN
As part of a collaboration between the Division of 
Student Affairs and the Department of Facilities, 
Planning & Management, we’re seeking your help 
to envision the next generation student experience 
at Washington University. We care about cultivating 
a welcoming, diverse, and inclusive experience and 
want every student  to feel at home. 

The feedback you provide will help inform plans 
for the future of Washington University and build 
a better community for all. We want everyone’s 
feedback - make sure your voice is heard!
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JOIN  by texting WASHUPLAN to 555888 to sign up, then...
TEXT  your zone # (i.e. ZONE1, see key map) to 555888

SHARE  experiences, thoughts, and feedback for this location 

REPEAT  the process for other zones by texting ZONE# 
(where ‘#’ = 1 - 12, see map below) to 555888

Invite others to participate - have them text 555888 to join 
the design process, too.

TEXT ZONE1 
TO 555888

YOU ARE HERE

-  AND JOIN THE 
C O N V E R S AT I O N

zOnE 1   THE SOUTH 40
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A distributed engagement model will allow more 
students to participate in the study as a natural 
part of their daily routine - “beacons”, or other 
interventions strategically located across the 
campus will invite students to engage in this 
discussion about equity and experience right 
where they are - at any time.

passive engagement

PASSIVE 
ENGAGEMENT
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VALIDATING
RESULTS
COMPARING
QUALITATIVE
AND
QUANTITATIVE
DATA



DATA GATHERING & ASSESSMENT

COLLECT REVIEW SORT



A8

OUTREACH GROUP # PARTICIPANTS TOP RANKED IMAGES RESULTS

outreach data - trends 

student 35

34

9

25res life, dining & 
student affairs 

staff

health & wellness 
staff

academic & student 
engagement staff

+11 
needs 

serve 
diverse 
needs 

gender 
inclusivity

food/diet
inclusivity

disability
inclusivity

cultural + 
religious 
Inclusivity

+55 
needs 

gender 
inclusivity

food/diet
inclusivity

disability
inclusivity

cultural + 
religious 
inclusivity

DESIRES | DEMANDS
1. cultural +religious 

inclusivity
2. disability inclusivity
3. gender inclusivity
4. food/diet inclusivity

#VOTES
22

16
13
4

DESIRES | DEMANDS
1. serve diverse needs
2a. cultural +religious  
        inclusivity
2b. gender inclusivity
3a. food/diet inclusivity
3b. disability inclusivity

#VOTES
6
2

2
1
1

55 
VOTES

12
 VOTES

40%

50%

17%

8%

29%

24%

7%

serve 
diverse 
needs gender 

inclusivity

food/diet
inclusivity

cultural + 
religious 
Inclusivity

+26
needs 

DESIRES | DEMANDS
1. serve diverse needs
2. cultural +religious 

inclusivity
3. food/diet inclusivity
4. gender inclusivity

#VOTES
10
7

6
3

26 
VOTES

38%

27%

23%

12%

disability 
inclusivity

gender 
inclusivity

cultural + 
religious 
Inclusivity

don’t need: food + diet inclusivity

+27 
needs 

DESIRES | DEMANDS
1a.   cultural +religious      
          inclusivity
1b.   disability inclusivity
2.      gender inclusivity

#VOTES
11

11
527 

VOTES

41%

41%

18%

SERVE DIVERSE NEEDS

17%

8%

trend results: 
serve diverse needs



have too little 
(need some)

have none
(need alot)

cultural + religious inclusivity 
disability inclusivity
gender inclusivity 
food/diet inclusivity

collaborative 
space
ideation space
exhibit space 
smaller shared
my space

more connections to nature
outdoor classroom
visual connections
culinary gardens
student farming
athletic/rec field

teaching kitchens
student + professor 
collaboration space
hybrid learning space
skill development
peer-to-peer

spaces of 
contemplation
spirituality
meditation
reflection space

event space
flex space 
ballroom
multipurpose 
space

multicultural 
event
multicultural 
food fair

better connections 
to urban context
community 
involvement

innovation space
labs & studios
casting 
capabilities
hackathon space

balanced lifestyle
mix of academic, social & recreation
fusion of recreation & clinical wellness
visual connectivity between athletics & recreation

cooking
working
sharing 
"fusion space"
making

serve diverse 
needs

connections to 
nature

integrated
wellness

cultural 
connections

community 
connections

online & 
real timesharing

mission & 
purpose driven 

learning
mindfulnesswespace event

legend
student 
res life, dining & student affairs staff
health & wellness staff 
academic & student engagement staff
*size of the circle is proportional to 
the number of needs/votes



SUMMARY
OF ISSUES

 » Regularly convening as a full 
residential college would help 
build community.

 » Student-centric care needs 
to extend beyond first year 
experience.

 » Diversity is a barrier to student 
healthcare; reveals significant 
inequity in marginal populations.

 » Better orientation is needed to 
identify services and promote 
their use in an ongoing manner. 

 » Solving for diversity doesn’t 
necessarily address inclusion and 
equity.

 » Think about the kind of person 
that will graduate from WashU as 
a result of this plan.

 » Profound desire for transparency 
and inclusion in conversations.

 » Crucial need for dedicated, 
student-controlled spaces.

 » Access is the greatest barrier to 
an equitable experience.

!



STUDENT 
EXPERIENCE 
SUMMIT



* includes housing * includes housing

EQUITY/ DIVERSITY/ INCLUSION

+/- 104,000 sf
+/- 580

180 sf/student

fraternity houses 
(upper and lower rows)

sorority suites 
(Women’s Building)

none
suites 

(Women’s Building, DUC)
Liberman Center; lounges in law 

school, business school

+/- 4,700 sf
+/- 1,300

3.6 sf/student

0 sf
 +/- 60

0 

+/- 13,000 sf
+/- 1,000

13 sf/student

+/- 7,000 sf
+/- 2,000

3.5 sf/student

1 house; suites 
(Women’s Building)

+/- 5,200 sf
+/- 7,400

0.7 sf/student

* *

lower - fully accessible 
upper - no elevator
Northwest village

inflexible; 
adequately suited

limited

full HVAC; 
operable windows

direct; controlled

upper row - traditional
lower row - universal

limited

somewhat discreet

very high

high

direct from campus

high traffic; 
low usage

remote

none

n/a

high

none

moderate

unwelcoming + private; 
direct from campus

accessible entry | 
no elevator

campus core
moderately flexible; 

not well suited

moderate

radiators; 
operable windows

indirect; controlled

public spaces - traditional
suites - universal/modern

none

discreet

limited

limited

campus-lobby connection

limited traffic; 
moderate usage

remote

none

limited

moderate

none

limited

somewhat welcoming + 
private; remote

--

--

--

--

--

--
--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

house - no elevator
WB - no elevator
(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)
(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

moderate/limited

moderate/limited

(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

none

(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

(see IFC + WPA)

fully accessible

campus core

flexible; well suited

moderate/high

full HVAC; 
in-operable windows

indirect; circuitous/ 
direct; convenient

modern/ neo-
traditional; high

moderate

conspicuous

limited

moderate

remote/ campus-lobby 
connection

high traffic; high usage
remote/ proximate

limited

moderate

limited/ challenged

extensive

moderate

welcoming + semi-public; 
proximate

accessible entry | 
no elevator

campus core
moderately flexible; 

not well suited

moderate

radiators; 
operable windows

indirect; controlled

public spaces - traditional
suites - universal/modern

none

discreet

limited

limited

campus-lobby connection

limited traffic; 
moderate usage

remote

none

limited

moderate

none

limited

somewhat welcoming + 
private; remote

sf/student

representation
legend

HIGH 
MEDIUM 
LOW     

score
legend

GOOD
WEAK
POOR

representation
legend

HIGH 
MEDIUM 
LOW     

score
legend

GOOD
WEAK
POOR



Create a physical plan that 
maintains and advances 
WashU’s standing as one of the 
highest ranking student life 
experiences among its peer 
institutions by:

Creating a cohesive living-learning 
experience for all students and 
promoting community building 
through all years.

Creating and enhancing spaces 
that are broadly accessible and 
promote equity, diversity, and 
inclusion. 

Creating a place for
holistic health and wellbeing.

Fostering better social and 
physical connections between 
graduate, undergraduate 
students, faculty and staff, across 
and within the WashU campus and 
St. Louis community.

EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE 
GOALS



PHYSICAL 
PLANNING
IMPLICATIONS
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learning 
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equity 
diversity
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health + 
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student 
angagement
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1” = 600’

first year and sophomore 
living learning experience

student life and 
empowerment

student life, empowerment and academics

upper division living learning experience 
-- or --

academic expansion

upper division living learning experience 
-- or --

academic expansion

1

1” = 600’



1” = 600’

program legend
health and wellness
student empowerment and 
community connections
equity, diversity and inclusion
living, learning community
academic
graduate housing
student life connection



2+2 = 
1 WashU

Community

living learning 
communities

on and beyond danforth
future focused/ 

career minded
mentorship

community living/ 
blended living

residential college
intentional community
social experiences
faculty fellows
suite-style living

UPPER DIVISION 
EXPERIENCE

FIRST YEARS & 
SOPHOMORES



CONVERSATIONS
AND QUESTIONS




